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ABSTRACT: Aiming at the current lack of thermodynamic parameters related to the preparation of aluminum−silicon−iron alloys
from spent refractory materials in aluminum electrolytic cells, the Miedema model was used to calculate the thermodynamic
parameters of Al−Si, Al−Fe, and Si−Fe binary alloys. On this basis, the Toop model was combined to calculate the mixing enthalpy
ΔH, excess entropy SE, excess Gibbs free energy GE, and component activity α of Al−Si−Fe ternary alloys. The results show that
ΔH, SE, and GE of binary alloys are all negative values. The properties of the Al element and Si element are similar, and they are
different from the Fe element. The ternary alloys also have negative values of ΔH, SE, and GE in the alloy composition range, and
their values change obviously in the region where the content of Fe is high or low. The activity values of all components decrease
dramatically along with the diminishing of the corresponding molar fractions, and the activity values of Al, Si, and Fe are smaller in
the central portion of the triangle of ternary components. It indicates that there is a strong interaction between the three elements,
which easily forms ternary intermetallic compounds.

1. INTRODUCTION
Spent refractory material is a solid hazardous waste generated
during the production of primary aluminum, and its main
components are aluminum oxide, silicon oxide, fluoride, and
trace cyanide.1,2 Traditional landfill disposal no longer meets
national environmental requirements. How to dispose of spent
refractory material has become one of the most important
problems to be solved in the electrolytic aluminum industry.3,4

Our previous work has prepared Al−Si and Al−Si−Fe alloys by
adding spent refractory material to aluminum electrolytic cells
based on the basic principle of aluminum electrolysis.5−7

Meanwhile, cyanide with high toxicity could be decomposed
in the high-temperature environment of the electrolytic cell,
while fluoride could be recycled as a component of the
electrolyte. This method could realize harmless treatment and
resource utilization of spent refractory material. It is one of the
most economical and effective disposal methods at present.

The Al−Si−Fe alloy prepared from spent refractory material
has the advantages of high density, low melting point, good wear
resistance, good deoxidation effect, etc., which can be widely
used in the steelmaking process and also contribute to

transportation, aerospace, and other fields.8−10 The temperature
of the melt in the aluminum electrolytic cell is 930−960 °C.
However, there are few studies on the thermodynamic
properties of the Al−Si−Fe ternary alloy in this temperature
range, and the thermodynamic data are scarce at present.
Mastering the thermodynamic properties plays an important
role in analyzing the relationship between the alloy system and
element composition, which can provide guidance for
experimental research, industrial production, and practical
application of the alloy. Under realistic conditions, the
generation of alloy solution is often in a high-temperature
environment. It is difficult, costly, and time-consuming to study
the thermodynamic properties by experimental methods, and
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experimental accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Therefore, it is
necessary to use a mathematical model combining theory and
experience to calculate the thermodynamic data.

The Miedema model has been widely used in the study of the
thermodynamic properties of binary alloys due to its simple
calculation and high accuracy.11,12 For ternary alloys, it is mainly
based on the thermodynamic properties of binary alloy systems
through geometric model extrapolation. Zhang et al.13

calculated the mixing enthalpy of the Al−Cu−Re ternary alloy
system in the whole composition range by using the Miedema
theory and the geometric extrapolation model and used it for
ternary amorphous composition design and related performance
research. Based on the Miedema model and the Toop model,
Huang et al.14 calculated and analyzed the thermodynamic
properties of the Mg−Al−Y ternary alloy system. Based on
previous studies, calculating the thermodynamic data of the Al−
Si−Fe ternary alloy by a mathematical model and analyzing the
thermodynamic properties will be helpful to the preparation of
the alloy and the resource utilization of the spent refractory
material.

Based on the Miedema model and the Toop model, the
thermodynamic parameters of Al−Si, Al−Fe, and Si−Fe binary
alloys were calculated. On this basis, the mixing enthalpy ΔH,
excess entropy SE, excess Gibbs free energy GE, and each
component activity α of the Al−Si−Fe ternary alloy were
calculated and analyzed, which provided theoretical guidance for
the preparation and application of the Al−Si−Fe ternary alloy.

2. THERMODYNAMIC PARAMETER CALCULATION
MODEL
2.1. Miedema Model. The Miedema model is a semi-

empirical model for the mixing enthalpy of transition metal
binary compounds based on the Wigner−Seitz model that
studies the band structure properties of crystals and the basic
physical parameters of elements.15,16 After a series of deductions
and simplifications of the Miedema model, the mixing enthalpy
of the binary alloy ΔHAB can be expressed as follows
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where xA and xB are the mole fractions of alloy components A
and B, respectively. VA and VB are the molar volumes of

components A and B, respectively. φA and φB are the
electronegative parameters of components A and B, respectively.
(nWS

1/3)A and (nWS
1/3)B are the electron densities at the boundary of

the Wigner−Seitz cell of components A and B, respectively. μ, p,
q, b, and r are the empirical constants.
2.2. Calculation of Component Activity of the Binary

Alloy. In the A−B binary alloy system, the relationship between
the excess partial molar free energy G̅A

E and the activity
coefficient γA of component A is

=G RT lnA
E

A (3)

The excess partial molar free energy G̅A
E of component A has

the following relationship with the excess Gibbs free energy GAB
E

in the A−B binary alloy system
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The relationship of the excess Gibbs free energy GAB
E , excess

entropy SAB
E , and mixing enthalpy ΔHAB in the A−B binary alloy

system can be expressed as

=G H TSAB
E

AB AB
E (5)

The relationship between the mixing enthalpy ΔHAB and
excess entropy SAB

E is as follows

= +S H T T0.1 (1/ 1/ )AB
E

AB mA mB (6)

where TmA and TmB are the melting points of components A and
B in the melt, respectively.

Make αAB = 1−0.1T(1/TmA + 1/TmB), and GAB
E can be

expressed as

= ×G HAB
E

AB AB (7)

Based on the Miedema model, the relationship between the
activity coefficient γA of component A and its component
fractions xA can be obtained by combining the above equations
as follows
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The activity αi of each component can be calculated
=a xi i i (9)

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Calculation of the Thermodynamic Parameters of

Al−Si, Al−Fe, and Si−Fe Binary Alloys. The basic physical

parameters of Al, Si, and Fe are shown in Table 1.17 The
calculation results of the mixing enthalpy ΔH, excess entropy SE,
excess Gibbs free energy GE, and component activity α of Al−Si,
Al−Fe, and Si−Fe binary alloys are shown in Figure 1. It can be
seen that the thermodynamic properties of Al−Fe and Si−Fe
binary alloys are close to each other but from those of Al−Si
binary alloys. On the whole, ΔH, SE, and GE of Al−Si, Al−Fe,

Table 1. Parameters of Al, Si, and Fe

element nWS
1/3 φ/V V2/3/cm2 μ Tm/K r/p q/p

Al 1.39 4.2 4.6 0.07 933 1.9 9.4
Si 1.50 4.7 4.2 0.04 1683 2.1 9.4
Fe 1.77 4.93 3.7 0.04 1811 1.0 9.4
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and Si−Fe binary alloys are all negative, but the absolute values
of ΔH, SE, and GE of Al−Si binary alloys are much smaller than
those of Al−Fe and Si−Fe binary alloys. According to the
activity curve of Figure 1(d), it can be seen that the activity of
each element in the Al−Si binary alloy is positively correlated to

its content, which is close to the ideal solution. However, there
are strong negative deviations from Raoult′s law in Al−Fe and
Si−Fe binary alloys, and the activity curves show obvious
concave shapes. The reason for the large difference in activity
curves is that the Al and Si elements are themain group elements
in the third period with similar atomic numbers and properties,
while the Fe element is in the VIIIB group of the fourth period
and has very different properties than Al and Si elements.
According to the symmetry criterion of the ternary alloy
system,18 the Al−Si−Fe ternary alloy system is an asymmetric
system, in which Al and Si are symmetrical components and Fe is
an asymmetric component.
3.2. Calculation of Thermodynamic Parameters of the

Al−Si−Fe Ternary Alloy. The properties of ternary systems
can be obtained from the properties of binary systems through
geometric models. At present, the commonly used geometric

Figure 1. Thermodynamic parameters of Al−Si, Al−Fe, and Si−Fe binary alloys at 1223 K: (a) ΔH; (b) SE; (c) GE; and (d) α.

Figure 2. Diagram of component point selection in the binary system
for the Toop model.

Table 2. Composition Ratio of Each Cross Section in the Al−
Si−Fe Ternary Alloy System

cross section A B C D E

xAl:xSi 1:9 3:7 5:5 7:3 9:1
xAl:xFe 1:9 3:7 5:5 7:3 9:1
xSi:xFe 1:9 3:7 5:5 7:3 9:1
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models can be divided into two categories: symmetric models
(Kohler model, Muggianu model) and asymmetric models
(Toop model, Hillert model).19,20 Since the asymmetric model
takes into account the property differences between compo-
nents, it has better accuracy than the symmetric model.18,21

According to the conclusion in the previous section, the
properties of Fe are very different from those of Al and Si, and Fe
is the asymmetric component. Therefore, using the Toop model
for thermodynamic calculation of the Al−Si−Fe ternary alloy
can ensure the accuracy of the results. When the Toop model is
used to calculate the thermodynamic function, it should be
ensured that the mole fraction of the asymmetric component in
its binary system is equal to its mole fraction in the ternary alloy
system and the mole ratio of the two symmetric components
forming a binary system is equal to its mole ratio in the ternary
system. The geometric method of point selection for the Toop
model is shown in Figure 2.

The equation for the Toop model is as follows
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where XABC
E , XAB

E , XAC
E , and XBC

E are the excess thermodynamic
properties of ternary and binary systems, respectively. xA, xB, and
xC are the mole fractions of A, B, and C in the ternary system,
respectively.

To study the role and properties of Al, Si, and Fe elements in
the whole ternary alloy system, the ratio of the mole fraction of
any two elements is fixed, and then the effect of the third element
composition on the thermodynamic properties of the ternary
alloy system is studied; that is, the vertical cross section of the
ternary system through an element point is studied. The
composition ratios of each vertical section of the Al−Si−Fe
ternary alloy system are shown in Table 2.

The relationship between the mixing enthalpy ΔH, excess
entropy SE, excess Gibbs free energy GE, and themolar fraction xi
(i = Al, Si, Fe) of the Al−Si−Fe ternary alloy is shown in Figure

Figure 3. Thermodynamic parameters of the Al−Si−Fe ternary alloy at 1223 K: (a, d, g) ΔH; (b, e, h) GE; (c, f, i) SE.
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3. From Figure 3a−c, it can be seen that the mixing enthalpy,
excess entropy, and excess Gibbs free energy of the Al−Si−Fe
ternary alloy decrease first and then increase with the increase of
themolar fraction of Fe, showing a parabolic shape as a whole. In
the cases of A, B, C, D, and E, five different Al−Si element ratios,
the minimum values of the three thermodynamic parameters
appear at about the Fe element mole fraction of 0.5.

From Figure 3 d−f, the ΔH, SE, and GE of the ternary alloy also
show a parabolic shape with the change of the Al mole fraction.
However, different Si−Fe ratios have a great influence on the
three thermodynamic parameters in the alloy system, especially
when the mole fraction of Al is low. The lowest point of most
thermodynamic data curves no longer appears at the mole
fraction of Al. The main reason is that Fe is an asymmetric
component, and its content has a great influence on the
thermodynamic parameters of Al−Si−Fe ternary alloys.

It can be seen from Figure 3(g,i) that the thermodynamic
parameters still show a parabolic shape with the change of the Si
molar fraction, but they are not symmetrical. The overall trend is
similar to the change of thermodynamic parameters correspond-
ing to the Al element, which is obviously different from that of
the Fe element. It indicates that in the Al−Si−Fe ternary alloy
system, the properties of the Al element and the Si element are
similar and different from those of the Fe element. It also

demonstrates that when the Toop model is used to study the
thermodynamic properties of the Al−Si−Fe ternary alloy, it is
correct to select the Fe element as the asymmetric component in
the ternary alloy system.

Figure 4 shows the three-dimensional diagram of mixing
enthalpy, excess free energy, and excess entropy of the Al−Si−
Fe ternary alloy at 1223 K. In Figure 4, x and y coordinates
represent the mole fractions of Al and Fe, respectively, while the
coordinate information on the component Si is not displayed.
The sum of the mole fractions of Al, Si, and Fe in the ternary
alloy is 1. Thus, when the mole fractions of Al and Fe are given,
the mole fraction of Si is uniquely determined. It can be seen
from Figure 4 that the three thermodynamic parameters of the
Al−Si−Fe ternary alloy are mainly affected by the change of the
mole fraction of the Fe element, showing the characteristics of
large values at both ends and small values in the middle.

Although the three-dimensional graph is more intuitive, to
facilitate the study, the three-dimensional surface is projected on
a plane, and its plane projection is transformed into triangular
coordinates. The isolines of mixing enthalpy, excess free energy,
and excess entropy of Al−Si−Fe ternary alloy are shown in
Figure 5. In Figure 5, ΔH, GE, and SE are negative in the range of
the ternary alloy composition. When the molar fraction of Fe is
between 30 and 70%, the variation trends of ΔH, GE, and SE are

Figure 4. 3D schematic of the thermodynamic parameters of the Al−Si−Fe ternary alloy at 1223 K: (a) ΔH; (b) GE; and (c) SE.
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relatively gentle. However, in the Fe-rich and Fe-poor regions,

the variation trends of ΔH, GE, and SE are larger.
Theminimum value of SE appears at themolar fraction ratio of

about 0.28:0.32:0.5 (Al:Si:Fe), and its value is −3.544 J mol−1

K−1. The minimum values of ΔH and GE appear at the molar

fraction ratio of about 0:0.49:0.51, which are −28.861 and

−24.81 kJ mol−1, respectively. The phase composition at the

minimum value can be regarded as FeSi, which indicates that the

Si element and Fe element may have more affinity than the Al

element.
3.3. Activity Calculation of the Al−Si−Fe Ternary

Alloy. Activity is a very important part of the thermodynamic

properties of ternary alloy systems. In the A−B-C ternary system,

there is the following relationship among the excess partial molar

free energies
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where Gi
E is the excess partial molar free energy of component i (i

= A, B, C) in the A−B−C ternary alloy. GE is the excess free
energy of the A−B−C ternary alloy.

GE is expressed by eq 10, which can be simplified into an
equation concerning xA and xB. Substituting GE into eq 11 for
derivative calculation, G̅A

E, G̅B
E, and G̅C

E can be obtained.
According to eqs 3 and 9, the activity of each component of
the Al−Si−Fe ternary alloy can be calculated. For more detailed
calculation steps, please refer to ref 22. The three-dimensional
relationship between the activity and the alloy content is shown
in Figure 6. It can be seen that the activity trends of the Al
element and the Si element are very similar, and the activities of
both elements are very small at a low mole fraction. When the

Figure 5. Contour diagram of the thermodynamic parameters of the Al−Si−Fe ternary alloy at 1223 K: (a) ΔH; (b) GE; and (c) SE.
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molar fraction of the Al element or the Si element is larger than
0.5, the corresponding activity increases faster.

Referring to the processing method of thermodynamic
parameters of the ternary alloy system, the three-dimensional
stereogram of activity is projected on the plane, and the contour
map of the activity of each component is shown in Figure 7.
From Figure 7, it can be seen that the isolines of the activity of
each component in the Al−Si−Fe ternary alloys are mostly
concentrated in the enrichment area of the corresponding
element, indicating that the smaller the molar fraction of the
element in the ternary alloy, the smaller the corresponding
activity value of the element. With the decrease of the molar
fraction of the element, the corresponding activity value
decreases sharply. In addition, at the center of the coordinate
triangle, the activity values of each component are small,
indicating that there is a strong interaction between the three
elements, and it is easy to form ternary intermetallic compounds.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The properties of the Al element and the Si element in the Al−
Si−Fe ternary alloy system are similar and are obviously different
from the Fe element. It is reasonable to select the Fe element as
an asymmetric component in the thermodynamic study of the
Al−Si−Fe ternary alloy by the Toop model.

The mixing enthalpy ΔH, excess free energy GE, and excess
entropy SE of the ternary alloy are negative in the range of alloy
compositions. The variation gradient of the three thermody-
namic parameters is larger in the Fe-rich and Fe-poor regions.
When the Fe content is between 30% and 70%, the variation
gradient of the three thermodynamic parameters is relatively
gentle.

The minimum value of SE at 1233 K is obtained at xAl = 28%,
xSi = 32%, and xFe = 50%, and its value is −3.544 J mol−1 K−1.
The minimum values of ΔH and GE are obtained at xAl = 0%, xSi
= 49%, and xFe = 51%, which are −28.861 and −24.81 kJ mol−1,
respectively. The phase composition at the minimum value can

Figure 6. 3D diagram of the activity for each group of Al−Si−Fe ternary alloy at 1223 K: (a) αAl; (b) αSi; and (c) αFe.
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be regarded as FeSi, which indicates that the Si and Fe elements

may have more affinity than the Al element.
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